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* * * * *
     The writing of essays with researches related to the History Timeline by using Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, well,
this is something that I am devoted to very much and deeply involved in right now. In fact, this research has
been going on for quite some time, and some amazingly interesting discoveries are popping up. The true
History Timeline is being deciphered, offering an entirely new, purified, but highly spiritual and esoteric view
on the World’s History itself. Many secrets and enigmas have been resolved. It is a well-known fact that the
truth has a healing quality. It can cure any wound; it can heal all harmed feelings, and it can restore every
broken relationship. Indeed, the Truth is far the best healer ever existing. Of course, some time will be needed
to tune the existing knowledge paradigm with the true values discovered so that the new paradigm based on
truth only will  be established. However, apparently, this unique process had started long ago, it has been
going on for some time already, and there is no return anymore. We crossed the point of no return; we passed
the Rubicon River even a long time ago. Nevertheless, as some already have noticed, this research cannot be
based on chronological flow. There is a need to make jumps from one situation to another. We are still tracing
the main marker points on the History Timeline, therefore, some leaps are normal, and they are expected.
Along with the last two essays exposed, we were in Rome, around Rome, in the antic Mediterranean world
predominately. We were exploring the very complex situation of Hannibal  Barca and the dramatic tale of
Julius Caesar. Nevertheless, for the sake of this essay, our Time Machine will move a little bit forward in time,
and it will take us to England and Great Britain, just at about the second part of the 16 th century and the
beginning of the 17th.  If we look at the yuga cycle, well, we can easily observe this is the time when Kali Yuga
ends, the Iron Age of the world ages. Indeed, that was the time of big changes in absolutely any field, and the
thirst for new knowledge was exposed more than ever before. This is the time when Romanticism was born;
heralding new trends in art, but in science, Hermeticism will be the foundation from where many researchers
will start to research the world around us on some very profound level. 

Thus, this is where we find yet another deeply enigmatic situation, which by the way, is giving us the call to
make research on it. Indeed this is the formative period of the new leading force of the world. This is the story
about the formation of Great Britain. They say that Queen Elisabeth I was behind such an enormously big
expansion of one not-so-big island. Then, we can open the question of who was Queen Elisabeth I? Indeed,
the story of Queen Elisabeth I, we shall be touching along with this essay, and maybe we even find the answer
to the just mentioned question. In fact, it was an enigma for many how such a relatively small island could
have been the center of the World for such a long time. However, as it seems, it all started with some very
intriguing political games, games of thrones, so to say. As well, just as it was already noticed before, every new
leading entity of the world should have had some cultural background. Thus, writers, poets, artists, scientists,
and many others, by the way, will come first to establish the scientific and cultural background for every new
leading force. This is where our story is about to begin actually. Because, when we follow the ascending line of
Great Britain,  we have the same sample.  Therefore,  there were some fabulous writings,  some plays, and
novels, which made Great Britain so famous and popular at first, but the English language as well. Then, when
we are considering fabulous writings at that very early stage of Britain’s development, well, one name is
immediately popping up, and this is … William Shakespeare.            

Indeed, William Shakespeare is a quite known name, but being famous, this is a much better expression. I
believe there are no many people in the world not hearing about the author of the fantastic opus of plays,
novels, and who knows what else, what is all generally ascribed to the one name only, to William Shakespeare.
Nevertheless, the story of William Shakespeare is somewhat weird, if not odd entirely. Quite some time ago, I
had stumbled on interesting and intriguing clues that the figure with this name was not the true originator of
the magnificent opus of plays, novels, and many other things. Fine, but then, who was the possible originator?
The detective in me was awakened immediately, and just by a glance, I’ve noticed something is fishy in this
story. Many times it was shown that alternative stories, and especially conspiracy theories, do contain a lot of
true facts. It is true, I had smelled some conspiracy, and as usual in such situations, have undertaken deep
research on the topic. As a matter of fact, I have launched my investigation. By the way, this is the very proper
word  …  investigation.  However,  that  was  the  time  long  before  2014.,  when  I  started  to  use  the  Vedic
Astrology-Jyotish to decipher the true History. Therefore, initially, I could not have gone deep into the story,
was just collecting some pro and con material. In fact, several theories were coming out to explain the true
origin of this fantastic work. Just not to be very long, all of sudden, one name popped out so strikingly. This is
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… Edward de Vere - the 17th Earl of Oxford. The story highlighted the fact that he might have been hidden
behind  the superficial  story  of  William Shakespeare.  This  story  would  even tell  us  that  the  true William
Shakespeare was quite illiterate guy. Indications for something like that were very strong indeed, and it seems
he did not know how to write, but due to the incredible twist of events, he became the front men for all these
plays and novels initially done by Edward de Vere. What the entanglement, indeed! Nevertheless, is it possible
something like this? I mean, is it possible that the name of the true author of the fabulous plays has been
hidden for so long? One question becomes so vibrant right now. Who is, or, who was Edward de Vere?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_de_Vere,_17th_Earl_of_Oxford

Well, from the above-mentioned Wikipedia website, we read …

Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford was an English peer and courtier of the Elizabethan era. Oxford was heir to the
second oldest earldom in the kingdom, a court favorite for a time, a sought-after patron of the arts, and noted by
his contemporaries as a lyric poet and court playwright, but his volatile temperament precluded him from attaining
any courtly or governmental responsibility and contributed to the dissipation of his estate. Since the 1920s he has
been among the most popular alternative candidates proposed for the authorship of Shakespeare's works. 
   De Vere was the only son of John de Vere, 16th Earl of Oxford, and Margery Golding. After the death of his father
in 1562, he became a  ward of  Queen Elizabeth and was sent to live  in the household of her principal advisor,
Sir William Cecil. He married Cecil's daughter, Anne, with whom he had five children. De Vere was estranged from
her for five years after he refused to acknowledge her first child as his.

Even these few sentences expose a lot. However, the rest of his personal life story is even more intriguing.

Earl Edward de Vere when he was around 22 years of age. 
The photo by Wikimedia Commons … https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edward-de-Vere-1575.jpg

Nevertheless, before going further on into his personal story, must explain something very important. The
story of the ascension of Great Britain as the world leader was somehow strange to me. I mean, even though
we  observe  that  situation  as  something  very  indicative  because  we  have  some  very  strong  prominent
characters occurring, the story flow does not follow the classical model sample of what we have seen so many
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times before. Usually, it happens that God Vishnu incarnates by himself as a strong male character, strong
king-warrior, and no matter what, he will trace the way for a new powerful kingdom or empire to rise.1 This
we have seen during the Vedic times in India, but afterward as well. We saw that in the case of Persia of Cyrus
the Great, for example. As well, we saw that with Alexander the Great and by the ascension of mighty Greece.
We saw that with Rome again, although this was a somewhat very complex story, which was discussed in a
few previous essays. Apparently, with Great Britain, the story goes a little bit different way and I was just
curious to see who is who in this story. It seems that roles are mixed up. However, I believe those are still the
same devatas incarnated behind. They always gather in order to launch a new leading power of the world,
because, the old one is being worn out and getting rotten entirely. In fact, this is the nature of life in the
relative field of dualistic values; nothing lasts forever. However, the question is now, who is who? I mean, who
is who among devatas incarnated? Devatas, whenever they incarnate,  they always come in this  frame of
positive and negative gaming. Thus, as always, we can expect some positive and some negative guys. We can
expect this eternal play of Samudra Manthan to continue further on. Well, it seems to me, this is just one
reason more to decipher this so enigmatic situation and to find out who is who in this game.   

Therefore, we start with this very intriguing story connected with the Earl of Oxford, Edward de Vere. In fact, I
would kindly recommend everyone to follow critically the line of the basic researches on this topic, on the
story that Edward de Vere was a plausible and the true character behind William Shakespeare. The stunning
story is being exposed along with the following website …
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxfordian_theory_of_Shakespeare_authorship 

Therefore, the idea that Edward de Vere could have been possibly behind the mentioned fabulous opus of
writings, and what is the basic presumption of the Oxfordian theory, is not entirely new. This is not something
that I invented. No, no, no. This has been in the air for a very long time actually. It is telling the story that
exactly Edward de Vere was behind the writing of the huge opus of amazing literal achievements, but spiritual
as well. The true dimension of his accomplishments is not defined yet, and it could easily be that he penned
many other things. Things, which, by the way, have never been attached to Shakespeare himself. The story
has it that Edward de Vere was a lover of Queen Elisabeth I and that they had a son. However, one branch of
this theory, the so-called … Prince Tudor theory …, goes even further on and claims that even Edward De Vere
himself could have been the son of Queen Elisabeth I. Well, all of a sudden things are becoming extremely
complicated. Very complicated, indeed. That was a stunning theory indeed, very daring actually,  however,
exactly this is what we need to take very seriously into account and try to explore it in detail.

However, who were Tudors? This is a good question indeed.  

As we know, Queen Elisabeth the 1st was a member of …  the Tudor Dynasty, The House of Tudor. We all
know the story of …  King Henry VIII of England …, and his ordeal with wives. Queen Elisabeth I  was the
daughter of King Henry VIII and his second wife … Anne Boleyn, who finished tragically, as we know. However,
their daughter Elisabeth, who was not predicted officially to come even close to the throne, well, due to some
amazingly dramatic play of faith, exactly she was the one to take the ruling position. Her life was a thriller
story by itself, but as it seems, many things are still hidden and yet to be discovered. As we also know, she was
ruling for a long time, and during that time, England and Great Britain, became extremely powerful, and they
did dominate the world for so very long time afterward.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Tudor 

1  The term ... incarnation ... and ... being incarnated ..., just same as … reincarnation ..., well all that is highly esoteric today, and not understandable
to all. However, this is the key phenomenon for understanding the spiritual world, and life in its entirety. The point is that life is actually very spiritual,
and if we remove this superficial layer of ignorance and the firm attachment to the material world, we will find out that life is highly esoteric as well.
Once upon a time, the teaching about incarnation and reincarnation was a normal part of everyday life.  Then somehow, in the Age of Ignorance,
somebody put it out of order by decree. It was out of normal use, and put simply, the knowledge about was ... excommunicated. Reading and proper
understanding of all my texts presumes that the reader is familiar with these terms and that the knowledge and full understanding is developed about
the nature of a life where every individual is passing through innumerable incarnations just to be purified and perfected. This is not the basic intention of
the Creator himself, by the way, but it happens that sometimes evolution of ours can go this way. This is the foundation of the saying which somebody
launched very humoristically ... Only fools are dying. Thus, the fact is ... nobody is dying. However, this is all a very long story indeed. There are many
adequate books, scriptures, courses, etc, and therefore, it is easy to find all the basic information and to tune along appropriately. A good beginning
could possibly be with ... https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incarnation
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Honestly speaking, this part of English history is rather very complicated, and the essay I am writing is not the
place to go deep into it. Nevertheless, for the sake of this story to be understandable, I am supposed to say a
few words more. The Tudors especially, are very important for this story. They ascended from the … War of
Roses …, by unifying the … Red Rose … and the … White Rose … clans. The true origin of the surname Tudor is
not completely solved yet. I already wrote about before in some essays, where I explicitly shared my opinion
that the version of the story that connects Tudors with Illyrian Dalmatia is probably the true option. We saw
already how strong and long-lasting connections were done during the time of Roman military leader Lucius
Artorius Castus originating from Illyria, who in the final stage became King Arthur. Today, if you open the
telephone book of Croatia, you will find hundreds of Tudors. Mostly they are concentrated in or around the
Dalmatia Province.  Well,  how it  all  happened,  and how the surname moved to Britain,  this  is still  to be
discovered. However, the fact that we possibly have a Vishnu incarnation coming exactly within this family,
and by knowing that Vishnu incarnation line was long dwelling in Illyria, but within the Rome itself, well, I
would consider that fact as one indication more in favor of Roman-Illyrian origin of the Tudors. There is also a
fascinating story about how the son of … Lady Margaret Beaufort …, became King Henry VII. She was not in
the first line of throne succession, not in the second line either, perhaps in the third place. However, along
with the unbelievable turns of events, what we also call  a Divine Providence, by the way, exactly her son
became the king, and this is how the royal line of Tudors was established. Well, what to say, just miracles after
miracles. That is the reason that Prince Tudor's theory as the variation of the Oxfordian theory of Shakespeare
authorship attracted my attention so heavily.

The Tudor Rose – Tudor’s coats of arm … The photo is taken from …
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tudor_Rose.svg  

        

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Tudor_theory  

Not  long after  my initial  involvement in  the deep research on this  story,  the Prince Tudor theory as  the
variation of the Oxfordian theory of Shakespeare authorship,  the fabulous movie came out, based exactly
upon this story. It was December of 2011, when filmed drama, the political thriller entitled … Anonymous …
was officially  released,  with exactly  the  same topic.  The film tried to  decipher  the fraud  behind William
Shakespeare's story. For the sake of comfortable following the essay of mine, I would kindly recommend all
readers and researchers to see this move right away. It will help enormously in understanding what I  am
writing, and what I am talking about.
 
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1521197/

The film strictly follows exactly that last exposed theory, the Prince Tudor theory. That was additional fuel on
the long-existing  fire  about  this  topic.  For  me,  the  case  was  solved.  However,  the  case  was  not  closed,
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because, how to prove that? Actually, in practical life, I could have done nothing! Without forcing anything,
I've just left the topic and almost forgot about it. Nevertheless, some dramatic turnover did happen. In 2014., I
merged two fields  of  the  highest  interests  of  mine,  Vedic  Astrology-Jyotish,  and Vedic  History,  the  True
History. Both fields I have been researching and learning throughout several  decades,  and just about the
mentioned time, I fused them. This is where Vedic Astrology-Jyotish became a fantastic tool for deciphering
the very important historical enigmas. After some initial essays, somewhat in 2015. and 2016., my attention
turned back to this story, to the Edward de Vere story, but this time I was armed with this beautiful knowledge
of how to cast the natal charts of very important historical figures. This is where this incredible research has
started. I was in search of natal charts of all these main protagonists of this story. Of course, the best and the
ideal would be to find Edward de Vere first.

Earl Edward de Vere in his forties. 
The photo by Pinterest … https://i.pinimg.com/originals/e9/8e/da/e98eda4174e34f05a8086ff7c1f0d15e.jpg 

Apparently, the story of the Earl of Oxford Edward de Vere, I  mean, all  that was known based on official
documents and alternative sources,  was raising some questions in me. The most important  question was
about the option  he could possibly have been Lord Vishnu's incarnation. Well, it is true, the story is very
unusual, and nothing like that was seen so far. However, by observing that we have an amazingly strong and
powerful  female  character  in  the  story,  Queen Elisabeth  I,  who could  possibly  have  been his  lover,  and
stunningly even his mother, well, that was already one very strong indication. Perhaps we should consider
Queen Elisabeth I as some important devata incarnated as well. Furthermore, we have some other characters
in that story who would fit perfectly well into the frame as some other devata incarnations. Thus, that was the
very beginning of the search on the natal chart of Edward de Vere.         
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/culturenews/6630713/William-Shakespeares-plays-were-written-by-Earl-of-Oxford-claims-
German-scholar.html 

The natal chart itself, to find it, well that was not an easy job. We do not follow anymore the sample of king-
warrior,  because,  simply,  he  was not  the  one.  Thus,  the  natal  chart  is  completely  open,  and where the
Chandra-Moon is sitting, well, only God knows the answer to this question. However, we have at least two
elements that should fit into the natal chart. It should be Cancer-Karkha lagna-ascendant, and, it should be
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction involved. Of course, we have the date of birth given by historians, but as it was
proved, that we cannot lean on it entirely. After all, it was shown there was no Jupiter Saturn conjunction
about the officially offered time. Nevertheless, that date can be a sort of an orientation point, so that we just
search around a little bit. The true birth date of Edward de Vere definitely was not very far from the officially
mentioned option.

Just  for  not  to  be  too  long,  because,  the  process  of  finding  the  natal  chart  was  rather  complex  and
complicated, however, one option did crystallize out somehow, and by long verification process, it was proved
to be valid. That was the natal chart of Edward de Vere, who was proved as the Vishnu incarnation actually.
He was born on June 11, 1.553., at 7.16 AM of Local Mean Time for London, United Kingdom.

The natal chart of Edward de Vere (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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Along with making this chart, I had noticed some symbolism in action again, and that definitely helped a lot in
configuring the natal chart itself. I’ve noticed one very unusual symbol in the Rasi Kundali of his natal chart.
That is an image of Scorpio. However, in this case, we do not find some stylized “S” for adjusting Scorpio
navamsa, which we did follow very recently along with one case. Well,  instead, the real image of Scorpio
occurred …

In the beginning,  I  did not pay attention so very much to this fact.  Better to say, I  missed it  completely.
However,  in that case,  if  this  is  taken as  an omen, as we had so many  examples so far  that  there is  an
instruction manual embedded in the Rasi Kundali in order to give information on how to set up the navamsa
lagna, well, the navamsa lagna should be adjusted to the Scorpio sign. Some additional clues are telling that
this is the right move, but one thing makes me confused about, and I was in wonder very much whether to
follow this principle or not. The thing is, in that case, if we move navamsa lagna to the Scorpio sign,  the
Atmakaraka will fall into the 8th house, and this is very inauspicious. Furthermore, this is very much against the
principle for such incarnations that AK should be in the ninth house of navamsa. In almost 99% of all such
charts,  this  is  the  case,  and  Atmakaraka  is  being  placed in  the  ninth  house.  However,  in  this  particular
incarnation as Edward de Vere, in his personal life, things were not going all right. Frankly speaking, his private
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life was falling apart, almost throughout all his life, and almost in all fields. Better to say, all fields except one.
Apparently, everything except writing books, novels, plays, and religious texts, was just simply not working
well in his life. Thus, everything but deep, imaginative thinking, absolutely everything except that, was going
the wrong way. He was somewhat looser. He was entrapped and forced to marry the woman he did not love.
He had many problems with the family of his wife, and her father, William Cecil, the leader of this family, who
was actually functioning as the prime minister in the cabinet of Queen Elisabeth I. As it seems, this family was
very much against all his writings and he had a problem saving all that he has done from his own family first.
Then, in the later stage, he lost all his properties and faced a complete financial breakdown. After all, as we
know that he wrote a huge amount of different kinds of texts, however, almost all his work, the complete
opus of his, was attributed and attached to another name, or other names. Oxfordian theorists claim that
William Shakespeare was not the only one attributed to something he did not do. Thus, Edvard de Vere used
many other pseudonyms, not only the name of William Shakespeare. This is to say, his name was completely
anonymous. He was, and he stayed anonymous for all his life, and even far beyond that. In this sense, Scorpio
navamsa lagna, and appropriate placement of AK in the eight would be proved as being absolutely correct.

Within the natal chart, we observe the Jupiter–Saturn conjunction, but in the form of the seventh aspect only.
Well, this is definitely to be counted as a conjunction as well. That fact was proved along with several other
incarnations of Vishnu. Thus, one of the mentioned conditions, the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction, is fulfilled. 

Another thing, in the natal chart itself,  we see that Lagna-Ascendent lord Chandra-Moon is in the eighth
house, which is again a very unusual place to be for this incarnation line. I mean, we were usually seeing
Chandra-Moon as being in the ninth house. It is unusual, this is true, but this is the only way to explain the
unusual, weird, and even odd mission of Vishnu himself along with this incarnation. Well, if we take it globally,
then we can follow the appearances of Lord Vishnu along with his incarnations as king-warrior, but just to  a
certain moment in time. Then, in a certain moment, he finished with such practice, and he is not coming as
the king-warrior exclusively. He ceased coming as king-warrior indeed, but, according to my opinion, he did
not cease with coming in general. Something had probably happened, and he simply decided he can't come as
a big, strong leader-king anymore. Nevertheless, he was still about to come and to be part of the game, but in
different  roles  probably.  As  it  seems to  me,  he  will  come as  a  poet,  writer,  and novelist,  what  we just
witnessed along with Edward de Vere. Before, I was already writing about such one case, and this is Nikola
Tesla. After all,  this is  a very recent case. I  mean, closest to our present time. He came as the extremely
creative,  even  ingenious  inventor,  engineer,  and  scientist,  who  tremendously  propelled  the  world
technologically, but especially the USA. Indeed, with his fantastic accomplishments, he changed the world
entirely, and he helped in establishing the new superpower. As our research in this field will follow up, we
shall probably discover some other surprises regarding such incarnations. Perhaps, we even find out what and
how it did happen that he is not a king-warrior anymore, but rather some scientists, inventors, writers, and
who knows what else possibly. Without any doubt, this is all becoming so very interesting. Thus, an unusual
mission will explain the unusual natal chart, and this is exactly what we have along with this case.

The thing is, the position of Chandra-Moon in the eighth house will explain many things. It will explain that he
was very probably separated from his mother at a very early stage and that he could possibly have been an
orphan. However, he will meet his mother at some stage, he will have a love affair with her, but not knowing
who she really is. Neither will she know who Edward is. This will be one very extraordinary unusual situation.
We see that everything is happening around the eighth house, which does represent deep secrets unknown to
the owner of the natal chart. However, deep love and affection will soon be replaced by forceful separation
and cold relationship, which is exactly what and how it did happen in reality.

Therefore, Edward did have an intimate relationship with his mother. This is seen in this natal chart from
several directions actually, not only one. For instance, the conjunction of Shukra-Venus with Rahu in the first
house will indicate that as well. Remember that the Shukra-Venus, in this case, is the lord of the fourth house,
representing exactly the intimate relationships … and … the mother. Rahu indicates of passion. Everything is
happening in the first house, representing the chart owner himself. Thus, this is a very important part of this
story indeed. Yet another important element is that all was happening entirely unknowingly. I would like to
highlight this point, but not like eccentric fact and no-moralistic point, rather as something that will make
Edward the Vere be Tudor by blood. As it seems to me, for some reason, he was supposed to be the Tudor.
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This is one very important clue in this story. This is not the first time that we see something like that. There is a
big, endless war going on between positive and negative forces in Evolution, and sometimes there is simply
not enough time. They will try to find the shortcut …

Besides, this position of the Chandra-Moon in the eighth will orient Edward deeply toward the occult and
spiritual knowledge, which was very secretive knowledge at that time for sure. Thus, right now, we have few
keywords like the occult, hidden, spiritual, and all that can be synthesized with one term only, and that is …
Hermeticism. As we know, at that time, all people of art and science were inspired deeply by highly esoteric
spiritual knowledge called Hermetica. The true origin of this knowledge was in the spiritual academy-ashram
of John the Baptist. As we know, the seat of the Academy was initially in Jerusalem within the Jewish world,
but then he moved to Alexandria, Egypt. Hermeticism did synthesize together all the knowledge of the Vedic
civilization and the Egyptian civilization. It got the name by Hermes Trismegistus, the leading disciple of John
the Baptist. However, the name itself was taken from Hermes, the incarnation of Lord Vishnu as an Egyptian
king-scientist whose name was … God Thoth. Therefore, Thoth is just another name of Vishnu actually.

Thus, we see Edward confirming this fact. He was also inspired by Hermeticism deeply. However, the question
is now how this very esoteric occult knowledge reached Great Britain. This is where we are coming again to
the name of Lucius Artorius Castus. Lucius was just the first incarnation of the Lord Vishnu after Jesus. As a
young Roman soldier,  he  was serving  his  military  service  in  Judea,  just  about  the Second Jewish  Revolt.
However, he stayed there for a very long time, about 20 years actually, and he definitely encountered the
deep esoteric teaching of Jesus, who was also the offshoot of the Academy of John Baptist. This is where
Lucius was exposed to original Christianity, the Christianity of the historical Jesus. Most probably, he already
started to export this sacred secret knowledge from the Jewish world, where, as it was proved, was not safe
anymore. Nevertheless, we can raise the question now, to where did he export this precious knowledge? Well,
he probably exported it to his native region first and that is Illyria and Dalmatia. Rome itself was not a safe
place for this knowledge at that time. Definitely not. Besides, at some later stage, like in the fourth and fifth
century, for example, it would be even less safe there in Rome, because some very dark energy overtook
Rome again, and it will stay there for quite some time. Thus, the mountains of Dalmatia around Salona, well,
they were somehow the safe zone, at least temporarily. Then, when Lucius got a post in Britain, indeed, all
was transmitted there.

There  in  Britain,  we also  find  a  great  sage  named Merlyn,  who  was  nobody  else  than John  the  Baptist
reincarnated. To be precise, that is the Saptarishi Vasishta line of incarnation. The presence of Merlyn there is
very  important  indeed.  He  was  the  one  who  digested  and  synthesized  the  old  but  very  high  spiritual
knowledge  of  Celtic  druids  with  holistic  Hermeticism  Lucius  brought  to  Britain.  Whatever  knowledge  is
contained  in  books  and  texts,  this  knowledge  stays  in  the  books  all  until  somebody  with  the  higher
consciousness will take it and enliven it. The pure knowledge dwells in consciousness only, not in the books.
Books, texts, all kinds of records, well, they can be just of some temporary aim or something similar. True
knowledge  needs  a  nervous  system of  the  highly  enlightened  man,  and  that  is  the  reason  Vishnu  and
Saptarishi Vasishta always work together. One is the highest possible level of consciousness to incarnate, and
another is the highest authority in Evolution. That is the reason they are always together. In this story, we also
have Goddess Parvati incarnated as Guinevere. This is the reason we can easily presume that Tudor House was
just the continuation of the genetic line of Lucius Artorius Castus also known as King Arthur and Guinevere.
Therefore, again we possibly have Vishnu and Parvati line in action, just as we have it in almost every situation
when the new leading  force in  the world is  being established.  This  very  special  incarnation line,  we call
different way. This is ... the Holy Grail.    

Back to the story of Edward de Vere now.

Elaborating the entire natal chart would definitely take a lot of time and space so we rather leave that option.
However, one thing is becoming so very interesting and it asks for some additional explanations. At some
stage, we find the clue that William Cecil  probably forced Edward to marry his  daughter due to one very
important reason. It seems that he knew who Edward is, that he is Tudor by birth and by blood, and it seems
he wanted him to continue the job of Queen Elisabeth I after her departure. That was his primary plan. In such
a case, he would have his son-in-law as a king, which would inevitably give him even more power. We should
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always keep in mind that behind the ruling of Queen Elisabeth I, it was William Cecil hidden. The Queen was
depending heavily on him, on them, on his family. Vice versa, Cecil’s family dependent on her, on the Queen
obviously, so that was a kind of joint venture. However, all could have lasted only when Elisabeth was in
power. William Cecil was thinking far in advance. He was thinking about the time when Elisabeth will not be in
power, or when she will  not be around. The Queen herself was also in favor of the idea it goes this way
because she loved Edward. Despite of their separation, she still loved him, and she was desperately trying to
find the solution. Thus, everything was in the hands of Edward.

However, this is where we see a crucial turnover. Edward does not want to be a king. His personal feelings, his
mentality, well, they are all very revolutionary. Along with all his plays and all his writings in general, we see
that he is very radical. He does not want to be a king. He rather criticizes the system heavily. No wonder that
in some moment he will become the enemy of the system. Whether he was entirely behind the rebellion
against the Queen, we still do not know with certainty. Something was happening there, but as William Cecil
was involved, he turned the situation in his favor. Nevertheless, it was exactly Edward to be accused, one of
his sons actually, and in order to save him, he agreed to total anonymity. He was blackmailed. He agreed to be
put aside entirely, and this is where his anonymity for many centuries was sealed. In this story, one underlying
message is given out. The thing is, he did not want to be a king. From his natal chart, we see that he was not
even predicted to be the one. He was a writer, a very revolutionary writer, maybe we can label him even to be
a dreamer, and he did not have even the slightest desire to be a leader. Perhaps this is in tune entirely with
the fact that we do not see Vishnu coming as king-leader for quite some time. Something had happened at a
certain moment, and very probably, he decided not to be involved in leading positions anymore.

This will conclude the essay of mine on Edward de Vere. His true Jyotish natal chart was found, and he is now
proved as the author of many works attributed to others. Yes, there will still be a lot of debates and possibly
disputes about that point. This is not only about the supposed work under the name of William Shakespeare.
As it was already mentioned, he used many pseudonyms, and much more of work should be restored under
the name of Edward de Vere. Oxfordian claim even the credit for … King James Version of the Bible …, should
be given to Edward himself. I would not doubt this hypothesis, because, we see now who is behind the name
of Edward de Vere. I would not be surprised that God personally came to correct some non-true statements of
the Bible translations. The translation of the Bible we have, the so-called Vulgate, comes from Saint Jerome,
who was also proved as the Vishnu incarnation by the way. This possibly can be the topic of some future
essays of mine. Because, his life and accomplishments, well, this is all a very interesting story. However, the
question is, do we really have the true version of the Bible that St. Jerome made? Indeed, is our Bible perfectly
in tune with the original version of what St. Jerome created? Was that maybe the reason behind yet another
schism in the church, where the English Church separated from Roman Catholic Church? This is all deeply
connected with the Reformation …

Well, some questions from this essay obviously did not find answers yet, but that we simply leave for some
other time. Anyhow, it seems that the time is on the side of Edward the Vere now; no silence about the truth
can last forever. The truth will always find the way … Always … 

The End

        NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, well, they are all devoted to finding some higher spiritual and
universal truths. This can possibly help in finding, modeling, and reshaping the individual truth of everybody who is touching
it.  If you did  find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit  the corner called ...
Contributions and Donations ..., on the website ...  https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., just to make your simple mark
there. One-click or two can change many things. The research, which is going on along with this serial, is just like a never-
ending story. Any donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be continued on a comfortable basis.
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